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Abstract. This work presents CompTalks – a novel concept and meta-model 
for specifying application-level communication protocols. The goal is to enable 
custom fine-grained and elaborate message exchange between distributed yet 
tightly-coupled parties. Hence, the concept of a conversation protocol is 
introduced. Its reference implementation – the CompTalks Framework – is a 
Java-based middleware toolkit that supports development, testing, analysis, 
validation and running highly interactive services. An important feature is the 
ability to verify the developed protocols at compile time by using a Petri Net-
based analyzer. The framework was successfully applied to develop a protocol 
for GSEngine which serves as the runtime system of the ViroLab virtual 
laboratory, enabling development and execution of complex collaborative 
applications. 
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1   Introduction 

The subject of the research discussed in this paper is focused on paradigms and 
implementation aspects of stateful and highly interactive services in Service-Oriented 
Architectures. Our work was motivated by the need for development of a new 
protocol between the GSEngine [1] client and server which constitute the core of the 
runtime system of the ViroLab virtual laboratory [2, 3]. The requirements included 
interactive and collaborative execution of complex applications (experiments) on the 
server together with online streaming of input and output data together with user 
interaction message exchange with the client. The rationale for our research is that a 
whole class of stateful and interactive services is not adequately addressed by the 
state-of-the-art paradigms and technologies applied in modern service-oriented 
distributed systems. 

Currently available service models and frameworks assume the services are loosely 
coupled with clients and that their interfaces comprise a set of advisably idempotent 
operations which are to be invoked in a blocking and synchronous manner. Message-
Oriented Middleware (MOM) enables asynchronous messaging, however it only 
offers predefined styles of messaging (e.g. queues and publish-and-subscribe topics) 
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and is therefore intended for loosely-coupled parties. In both approaches consecutive 
invocations of operations or message passing proceed in no implicit session context, 
which leaves system designers with few options to explicitly preserve such context. 
As a result, session tracking code often becomes mixed with service business logic 
code, preventing it from being system architecture-agnostic and thus reducing its 
reusability and maintainability.  

Current approaches do not suffice for use cases that need finer-grained interaction 
when: 

• Input data is provided to the service in parts – e.g. in a continuous way, in batches, 
periodically etc. 

• The service asks its client to make decisions that determine further processing – 
e.g. the service performs some steps, but there are check points when it has to ask a 
decision-maker for further processing instructions, validation, confirmation etc. 

• Input data is heavyweight and is the subject of a chain of service operation 
invocations which are not known beforehand – e.g. input data is sent once, before 
the client decides which processing chain to apply to this data. 

• The service has to ensure richer client experience and responsiveness – e.g. inform 
about processing status, provide the client with intermediary and partial results and 
other relevant information from the client’s point of view. 

In order to address these issues, we propose a new concept of a Conversation Protocol 
as a way for modelling interaction between services and their clients that is 
conceptually simplistic, yet generic and scalable enough to be capable of describing 
complex stateful interactions schemes. Its goal is to natively support session context 
preservation, asynchronous communication, highly interactive data and control flows. 
The proposed Conversation Protocol Meta-Model further allows for formal modelling 
of conversation protocols, thus enabling analysis, simulation and validation e.g. by 
using the Petri Nets [15] model. The above mentioned concepts are implemented in 
our Java-based CompTalks Framework which serves as a basis for the GSEngine 
protocol. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the state-of-the-art 
architectures and technologies. The Conversation Protocol concept is introduced in 
Section 3 with further details including formal modelling of conversation protocols 
enabling analysis, simulation and validation that use the Petri Nets model (Section 4). 
Section 5 the presents Java-based CompTalks Framework which is a reference 
implementation supporting Conversation Protocols. Performance tests are reported in 
Section 6. We conclude with the evaluation of the advantages and limitations of the 
proposed solution and an outline of the future prospects for CompTalks in Section 7.  

2   State of the Art 

The Web Services [4] approach considers a service interface as a set of operations 
which typically are to be invoked sequentially in a blocking, synchronous and 
asymmetric request-response manner. Another shortage of the Web Services 
Description Language (WSDL) [5] is that it does not cover the intended sequence in 
which operations need to be invoked in order to carry out given use case scenarios. 
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Such directions are not formalized, forcing developers to refer to additional, usually 
plaintext, documentation, which may lead to improper use of services. 

The Web Services Conversation Language (WSCL) [6] proposes a specification 
for describing the flow of documents exchanged between a Web Service and its 
client. Such descriptions are intended to be interpreted by Web Service infrastructures 
and development tools. Although the specification enables describing conversation 
protocols, it is dedicated to loosely-coupled parties interacting via document 
exchange. Hence, it is focused on building another abstraction layer over services 
communicating with SOAP-like [7] protocols rather than on communication protocols 
allowing for finer-grained interaction and tighter coupling of parties.  

Some Web Service-oriented approaches support operations on the state associated 
with a service. In such cases, the result of an operation depends on prior operations. 
Web Services Resources (WS-R) [8], Web Services Transfer (WS-T) [9] and 
Representational State Transfer (REST) [10] follow similar paradigms [11] for 
managing state and offer advanced access mechanisms, e.g. notifications about state 
changes or accessing the state in parts. Such an approach can be regarded as state 
model-centric and document-based; therefore it is poorly suited for interaction-
oriented applications, which require a means for specifying custom interaction 
schemes that reach beyond those offered by the aforementioned specifications. 

The Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) [12] is an XML-based 
protocol for near-real-time messaging, presence, and request-response services [13]. 
Contrary to WSCL it enables finer-grained interaction and bidirectional stream-like 
communication. It originally served as a streaming medium for Instant Messaging, the 
message exchange cannot be managed by any protocol rules thus cannot support 
custom application-level conversation protocols. 

The Blocks Extensible Exchange Protocol (BEEP) [14] is an attempt to provide a 
generic application-level meta-protocol for connection-oriented, asynchronous 
interactions. It enables defining various styles of message exchange (request-
response, asynchronous calls and streaming) but keeps it asymmetric with only the 
server being capable of streaming and generating responses and the client limited to 
sending requests. 

In order to enable interactive connectivity to grid infrastructure nodes several 
utilities like glogin [21] emerged that patch grid toolkits in order to maintain direct 
client-service bidirectional data streaming channel. This constitutes powerful 
foundation for interactive message exchange but still needs high-level model for 
specifying application-level protocols. 

3   CompTalks Conversation Protocol Concept 

The CompTalks Conversation Protocol proposes a novel and more general way for 
defining and describing service interfaces. In CompTalks, an interface to a service is 
regarded as an interaction protocol that specifies messages and rules of message 
passing between a service and its clients. More precisely, the description of an 
interface consists not only of a set of messages the service can exchange, but also 
contains information about the allowed sequences of messages sent between a service 
and its client. Allowed sequences are specified through a state machine with 
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transitions denoting messages sent to or from a service. Interactions between 
endpoints in CompTalks reach beyond the asymmetric client-server request-response 
model by supporting stateful, asynchronous, non-blocking and symmetric 
communication in order to enable elaborate, interactive and finer-grained message 
exchange schemes. 

In CompTalks a conversation is defined as a message exchange that follows some 
rules that are agreed a priori by communication endpoints. We distinguish basic 
conversation rules that constitute a rudimentary contract between communicating 
endpoints, guaranteeing effectiveness, predictability and determinism of conversation. 
Over that, application-specific rules, expressed in the form of a conversation protocol, 
define allowed messages and message sequencing. 

Basic CompTalks conversation rules are codified as follows: 

1. They assume a medium for carrying messages comprises two streams – one for 
each direction between the client and the server. Messages are delivered in the 
order in which they were inserted into the stream. Latency and jitter in message 
delivery is allowed. Depending on use case reliability has or has not to be ensured. 
These requirements (including reliability) are met e.g. by the Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP) – therefore, the Internet TCP/IP protocol stack can be successfully 
used as a medium. 

2. On each side of a medium there is exactly one endpoint. Each endpoint specifies 
the messages it can receive. A message, in turn, specifies in which conversation 
state it can be sent, which conversation state ensues after it is sent and whether it 
hands over control over the conversation. Control denotes whether the endpoint, 
after receiving such a message, is allowed to send subsequent messages or should 
expect another message. Therefore, the conversation defines a conversation state 
diagram constructed by nodes, denoting conversation states, and edges, 
representing messages sent between endpoints. The role of messages is to transfer 
business-logic data as well as to carry conversation state transitions between 
endpoints, hence synchronizing conversation state in endpoints. A message can be 
sent only if the sending endpoint has control over the conversation and the 
conversation state diagram allows for sending such a message in a given state. 

3. The conversation state diagram has to be deterministic; that is, there should be only 
one endpoint which has control over the conversation in a given state, no matter 
which transition sequence has led to this state. 

4. Endpoints can pass messages to each other in an asynchronous and non-blocking 
way: the sending operation returns once the message is successfully committed to 
the medium. Messages delivered by the medium are placed in the buffer queue and 
processed sequentially by the recipient endpoint in the same dedicated thread. 
Therefore, the conversation is driven by a pair of conversation threads, one per 
each endpoint. 

5. Conversation thread being a mediator in message delivery is the entity that takes 
care of timing and/or reliability aspects, i.e., it can decide whether to suspend the 
endpoint processing by holding up sending operation return or whether to postpone 
or give up sending messages according to some timing policy (e.g. jitter 
compensation policy). 
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6. The conversation is initiated by starting both endpoints’ conversation threads. Both 
endpoints are initially in the init state. The client’s conversation thread starts the 
exchange by sending the first message to the server. 

7. The conversation stops as soon as it reaches the final state and all messages are 
processed by conversation threads. 

8. Messages can also set up sub-conversations whose life-cycle is contained in the 
scope of a single state of the parent conversation. Sub-conversations can be 
created by an endpoint only if it currently has control over the conversation. A sub-
conversation handle can be passed to a remote endpoint along with a message. The 
recipient endpoint can use this handle in order to start a sub-conversation. The sub-
conversations allow for modularization and decomposition of the complex 
conversation schemes into fine-grained, easily maintainable parts and consequently 
enables tree-like scaling to larger and more complex conversation patterns. 

4   Conversation Protocol Meta-model 

An important feature of CompTalks is that it proposes a way of modelling 
conversation protocols. Once modelled, a protocol can be subjected to analysis, 
simulation and validation.  

The conversation Protocol Meta-Model defines a Conversation that comprises 
Client and Server Endpoints. Each endpoint specifies a set of Messages it accepts. 
Each message, in turn, is defined by its Signature, Required State, Implied State and 
Control Passing Flag. This can be formalized using a UML class diagram, as 
presented in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Conversation Protocol Meta-Model expressed as a UML class diagram 

For example let us examine a simple conversation depicted as a UML object 
diagram in Fig. 2 (a). The conversation starts when the client sends the foo message to 
the server. The foo message conducts text data of type String and causes transition 
from init to intermediate conversation state. It also hands over the control over the 
conversation to the server. After successfully committing the foo message to the 
medium the client enters the intermediate state and loses control over the conversation. 
After receiving the message, the server takes control over the conversation and enters 
the intermediate state where it processes the received data. Having control and being in 
the intermediate state, the server is able to send the bar message, which carries text 
data of type String, causing transition from the intermediate to the final state and 
handing control over to the client. Once the server successfully commits the bar 
message to the medium, it enters the final state and hence the conversation thread on 
the server side ends. Once the client receives the message, it similarly enters the final 
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state and processes the received data. After the data is processed, the conversation 
thread on the client side ends. A sequence diagram describing such a course of this 
sample conversation is shown in Fig. 2 (b). 

Owing to its intrinsic scalability, CompTalks allows for creating more robust and 
complex conversation protocols. It supports conversation state diagrams of unbounded 
finite sizes and provides mechanisms for nesting an unbounded finite number of sub-
conversation within the scope of a parent conversation. The conversations are then 
organized in a tree-like structure, where conversation lifecycle of child conversation is 
contained in the scope of one of the states of the parent conversation, while sibling 
conversations’ lifecycles are independent and proceed in parallel. 

 

Fig. 2. Sample conversation model that conforms to the Conversation Protocol Meta-Model 
expressed as a UML object diagram (a) along with a sequence diagram of the course of this 
conversation (b) 

4.1   Methods for Analysis and Validation of Conversation Protocol Models  

The Conversation Protocol, modelled in the aforementioned way, can be subject to 
analysis, simulation and, eventually, validation in terms of conformance to CompTalks 
conversation rules. This section shows how to transform the conversation protocol into 
a powerful and thoroughly explored Petri Net [15] model which enables studying static 
and dynamic properties of asynchronous and concurrent systems.  

Transformation from the Conversation Protocol Model to the Petri Net model 
involves tree steps: 

1. Transforming each message specification into a subnet of places and transitions 
according to the following rules: 

 

a. Message m accepted by the server, with conversation transition from state p 
to q and with control passing, results in the subnet depicted in Fig. 3 (a) 

b. Message m accepted by the server, with conversation transition from state p 
to q and without control passing, results in the subnet depicted in Fig. 3 (b) 

c. Message m accepted by the client, with conversation transition from state p 
to q and with control passing, results in the subnet depicted in Fig. 3 (c) 
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d. Message m accepted by the client, with conversation transition from state p 
to q and without control passing, results in the subnet depicted in Fig. 3 (d) 

 

2. Merging all subnets obtained in step 1. 
3. Setting initial marking by placing tokens in client state initial, server state initial 

and client control places. 

According to the transformation procedure, for the conversation composed of m 
messages and s states the resulting Petri Net is consisting of 2*s+m+2 places and 2*m 
transitions, therefore the size and complexity of a net is merely linearly correlated with 
a number of states and messages of a conversation. The sample protocol described in 
the previous section can be represented as a Petri Net, as shown in Fig. 3 (e). 

 

Fig. 3. Conversation Protocol Model to Petri Nets model transformation rules (a-d); sample 
protocol model transformed to the Petri Nets model (e) and its marking graph (f) 

For the obtained Petri Net, a marking graph can be computed and subsequently 
analyzed. The conversation is considered valid if and only if all the following 
constraints are met by the marking graph: 

1. Each send X transition is followed only by receive X transition. 
2. Each receive transition is followed only by zero or more send transitions. 
3. The only dead marking is the final marking with tokens placed in client state final, 

server state final and client control places. 
4. The final marking is reachable from each marking that is reachable from the initial 

marking. 

As the marking graph for the sample protocol shown in Fig. 3 (f) meets all above-
listed requirements the conversation is considered valid. 

Such analysis and validation on the model level is useful in ensuring correctness, as 
it takes place on an early stage of design and at a high level of abstraction. The 
presented method is abstract and can be implemented using notations specific to a 
particular framework, e.g. the reference implementation of the CompTalks Framework 
presented below. 
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5   CompTalks Framework 

The CompTalks Framework is a Java-based reference implementation of CompTalks. 
The conversation protocols are specified by a pair of Java interfaces which extend 
ServerEndpoint and a ClientEndpoint interfaces respectively and specify methods 
responsible for message interception. Such methods are to be annotated with a 
Transition annotation, which, in turn, specifies the required state of a message (from 
field), its implied state (to field) and the control passing flag (control field). As an 
illustration, the CompTalks specification of the sample conversation protocol from 
Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 4. 

. 
public interface SampleServer extends ServerEndpoint<SampleClient> { 
 @Transition(from = Transition.INITIAL_STATE, to = "intermediate", 
 control = true) 
 public void foo(String text); 
} 
public interface SampleClient extends ClientEndpoint<SampleServer> { 
 @Transition(from = "intermediate", to = Transition.FINAL_STATE, 
   control = true) 
 public void bar(String text); 
} 

 

Fig. 4. SampleServer and SampleClient interfaces (irrelevant code fragments omitted) 

Applied annotation approach allows for keeping the specification of the protocol in 
a single source code entity, namely Java interface, and in a single binary entity of Java 
class file what keeps source code self-documenting on the one hand, and binary file 
self-contained and easily distributable on the other. 

A pair of interfaces, being a specification of a conversation protocol, can be subject 
to conversation protocol model analysis and validation. The CompTalks Framework 
offers an analyzer, that, given a pair of compiled interfaces and using the Java 
Reflection API, determines whether the model is valid according to the Petri Net 
method presented in the previous section. 

Endpoint interfaces’ definitions should be provided to the client and the server 
sides and realized by concrete endpoint implementations, such as the ones presented 
in Fig. 5. Implementation can be examined in terms of conforming to a given model, 
e.g., whether implementation ensures that messages are sent only in allowed 
conversation states etc. This kind of validation may be performed by applying 
bytecode analysis techniques to the code of implementation classes. Such two-level 
validation (model validation followed by implementation validation) allows for rapid 
and early evaluation of software correctness. Moreover, as validation takes place at 
compile time, it greatly tightens the development-test-feedback loop and eliminates 
performance-consuming correctness checking at runtime. 

The CompTalks Framework is currently available for use and offers support for 
two types for message passing media: TCP-based and TCP/TLS-based media, where 
the latter uses TLS [16] for the purpose of authentication and maintaining the 
confidentiality of exchanged data. Both basic and complex data types in message 
signatures including Java basic types and Plain Old Java Objects (POJOs) are 
supported and serialized to XML through standard Java API for XML Binding 
(JAXB) [17]. Conversation Protocol Model Analyzer is able to examine protocols 
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public class SampleServerImpl implements SampleServer { 
private SampleClient sampleClient; 
public void setRemoteEndpoint(SampleClient remoteEndpoint) { 

this.sampleClient = remoteEndpoint; 
 } 

public void foo(String text) { 
    // entered 'intermediate' state 

this.sampleClient.bar("some business logic data");
    // entered 'final' state 
 } 
}
public class SampleClientImpl implements SampleClient { 

private SampleServer sampleServer; 
public void setRemoteEndpoint(SampleServer remoteEndpoint) { 

this.sampleServer = remoteEndpoint; 
 } 

public void start() { 
    // entered 'init' state 

this.sampleServer.foo("some business logic data"); 
    // entered 'intermediate' state 
 } 

public void bar(String bar) { 
    // entered 'final' state 
 } 
}  

Fig. 5. Sample realizations of SampleServer and SampleClient interfaces (irrelevant code 
fragments omitted) 

modelled as a pair of endpoint interfaces in terms of validity, based on the Petri Net 
formalism. The current distribution of CompTalks Framework includes command-line 
tools for running server and client endpoints and a set of sample demo protocols. 

6   Validation and Tests 

The CompTalks framework has been developed in the course of the ViroLab [2] 
Virtual Laboratory [3] project. CompTalks-powered GSEngine [1] forms the core of 
the Virtual Laboratory and enacts scientific workflows called experiments. These 
experiments are expressed as Ruby [18] scripts and are capable of accessing resources 
(such as data sets and services), interact with human actors and provide rich end-user 
experience. Enactment of scripts by a remote GSEngine service involves complex 
client-server interaction, including: streaming standard input and output, serving input 
forms to end users, uploading and downloading data and script files, tracing the status 
of experiments, sending results, notifications etc. All these features have been 
successfully implemented with CompTalks. Satisfactory stability and performance of 
the solution has allowed for employment of CompTalks in the production setup of the 
Virtual Laboratory. 

Estimation of the performance of the CompTalks framework was carried out by 
measuring the time and memory required by the client in order to carry out a number 
of simultaneous benchmark conversations. Since the sample conversation discussed in 
this paper represents the simplest bidirectional message exchange, and its reference 
implementation consumes as little time and memory as possible, it is a useful 
benchmark for estimation of the overhead introduced by the framework itself.  
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The test results, presented in Fig. 6, were obtained on a testbed constituted by the 
64-bit Sun Blade server, with dual-core Intel Xeon 5150 2.66GHz CPU running 
Ubuntu OS version 4.0.3 (Linux version 2.6.15-28-amd64-server) and HotSpot Java 
Virtual Machine version 1.6.0 update 10. Both client and server were running on the 
same machine and were communicating through the localhost network interface (RTT 
latency measured using ping equal to 0,006±0,001ms), via a plain TCP medium. The 
obtained results show that time and memory consumption is linearly dependent on the 
number of simultaneous conversations. Time consumption estimation is 235ms (bias) 
plus 1,6ms per each conversation. Memory consumption is estimated as 14,8MB 
(bias) plus 0,09MB per each conversation. 

 

Fig. 6. Performance test results: time and memory required by the client to simultaneously 
carry out a number of benchmark conversations in the testbed environment 

7   Conclusions and Future Prospects 

The research described in this paper has shown that vital design and implementation 
issues related to a certain class of services, thus far unaddressed, can be remedied by 
using the proposed conversation protocols model. The example of GSEngine and 
ViroLab shows that this concept is applicable, and establishes the framework as a 
convenient and productive software development facility as well as effective 
middleware technology. 

As we find this concept worth further research, the development of CompTalks is 
still ongoing and the following challenges are expected to be addressed next: 

• Support for distribution, clustering and load balancing between servers by 
employing a master-worker architecture in order to make the solution scalable in 
terms of throughput (currently at a prototype stage). 

• Enabling the Conversation Protocol Endpoint Implementation Analyzer to examine 
whether the endpoint implementation meets a given conversation protocol model. 
This will be based on ASM [19] Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [20] bytecode 
analysis and manipulation library (currently at a proof-of-concept stage). 

 

The other further areas of research can be targeted at supporting multi-actors, 
multicast conversation and development of rich, interactive GUI design patterns that 
would integrate seamlessly with the proposed Conversation Meta-Model. 
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